Eleven New Members Elected—Purpose of the Society Explained.

Thursday, afternoon, the Wireless Society held its first meeting of the year, at which twenty men interested in wireless work present. President Alfii presided and gave an outline of the aims of the society for the benefit of the new men present.

The principal object, he said, was to get the men together in the Institute who are interested in wireless. In order that they may learn more about it and be able to carry on experiments that should increase its usefulness.

The society maintains a room, furnished with its own experimental apparatus, and all the members of the society are at liberty to use the instruments at any time and to try out experiments of their own. At the regular monthly meetings it is planned to have men prominent in wireless work speak to the fellows, and it is also planned to have a member of the society present a paper at one of the meetings.

The vice-president, Mr. Richmond, then addressed the society. He proposed the following names for membership to the society: L. W. Barnard, Y. M. Chu, L. L. Connelly, R. R. Dempsey, W. Gay, W. G. H., J. C. Gilman, D. H. Husted, D. Hurst, M. B. Jackman, A. E. Windle. They were unanimously accepted.

He said that much of the work done by members of the society around the station had been done by freshmen, and therefore they need assistance in connection with the station. At present, he said, was not working with its fullest efficiency. He hoped that some of the men would try new ideas to see if they can make a contribution to the station.

The station at present, he said, was not working with its fullest efficiency. He hoped that some of the men would try new ideas to see if they can make a contribution to the station.

The station at the Wireless Society is in a corner of the Electrical Engineering Laboratory, and it is open to all members of the society by day until 5 o'clock, and on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. Mr. Richmond announced that a meeting of the newly formed New England Wireless Society, composed of the M. I. T. Wireless Society, the Tufts Wireless Society, the Harvard Wireless Society, and the original X. E. Wireless Society, is to hold its first meeting of the year, which is to be held on November 3, at 8 P.M., in 23 Walker. All men interested in wireless are invited to attend, and the recently enacted Wireless Law will be explained, and the men will be told how to obtain a license for operating a high power station.

Electricals Meet (Continued from Page 1, Col. 1).—Ford, spoke before the society last year. He was a member in charge of the electrification of the Hoosic Tunnel. Mr. Windsor, of the Boston Elevated, Thomas Kettner, of the St. Louis, and the General Electric, will also be here.

Dressed in gay, colored pajamas, the two thousand students of the University of California recently held a grand festival, consisting of speeches, class stunts and musical numbers, called the "Panjandrumo Play."